
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of applications developer lead.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for applications developer lead

The position requires functional experience in SAP procurement, materials
and experience with SAP intercompany PO/SO process, Sales and
Distribution, delivery, billing and shipment functions
The job requires thorough understanding of SAP Plant Maintenance technical
objects and most key master data, preventative maintenance (measuring
points and documents, deadline monitoring, maintenance plans, task lists,
strategies, cycle sets) order processing (order life cycle, confirmations, order
costing, settlement, ) notification processing
He/she will possess the ability to perform troubleshooting independently and
chase issues back to the root cause
The Full Stack / Mobile Platform Developer will be primarily responsible for
Web and Mobile design, execution and delivery of exploratory concepts,
rapid prototypes, and pilot solutions
Working with system architect and team to perform high level/low level
design/architecture
Packaging apps for deployment to App Stores
Partners with IS and Business teams to deliver technical solutions that drive
business value
Leads the analysis, design, development, tuning, and testing of technical
solutions and system configurations to meet requirements using various
database platforms and reporting products

Example of Applications Developer Lead Job
Description
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Uses past development experience to solve complex issues and develop
quality supportable solutions that adhere to standards

Qualifications for applications developer lead

5+ years of experience in writing unit and acceptance test cases utilizing
JUnit, TestNG, Fitnesse and other similar tools and APIs
BO
Experience with Servlets, JNDI, JMS, JDBC, SQL
Experience in team management, multi products development with excellent
presentation and communication skills
Exposure to LMAX disruptor architecture or any similar (Akka framework)
Android SDK's and Integration


